Breaking limit of atomic distance in an impurity-free monatomic chain
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An analytical solution shows that the maximal strain of an impurity-free metallic monatomic chain (MC), or a defect-free nanowire (NW), varies inapparently with mechanical stress but apparently with the separation between the melting point \(T_m(K)\) and the temperature of operation in terms of \(\exp[T_m(K)−T]^{-1}\), where \(K\) is the dimension of the NW (for a MC, \(K=1.5\)). Reconciliation of the measured data of Au-MC breaking limit suggests that the discrepancy in measurement arises from thermal and mechanical fluctuations near the \(T_m\) of the MC that is \((1/4.2)\)-fold of the bulk value. Findings also favor the mechanism for the high extensibility of a nanograined NW and further indicate that bond unfolding of the lower-coordinated atoms dominates the grain boundary activities, particularly at temperatures approaching surface melting.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metallic monatomic chains (MC’s) and nanowires (NW’s) have attracted tremendous interest because of their fundamental significance and fascinating properties such as quantum conductance, chemical reactivity, thermal stability, mechanical strength, and ductility. These are key issues of concern in upcoming technologies such as nanodevices. A metallic MC is an ideal prototype for extensibility study, as the MC involves merely bond stretching without bond unfolding or atomic gliding dislocations, as do atoms in a metallic NW consisting of nanograins upon being stretched. Measured using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) at room temperature under tension, the Au-Au bond breaks at a length that varies from 0.29 nm, 0.36 nm (±30%), 0.35–0.40 nm (Ref. 4) to even a single event of 0.48 nm, while at 4.2 K the breaking limit is reduced to 0.23±0.04 nm as measured using scanning tunnel microscopy and mechanically controlled break junction. Sophisticated calculations suggest that the Au-Au equilibrium distance (without external stimulus) contracts to a range between 0.232 and 0.262 nm (Ref. 7) from the bulk value, 0.2878 nm, whereas the maximal Au-Au distance under tension does not exceed 0.31 nm. The Au-Au bond in the MC is twice stronger than that in the bulk. The discrepancy could not be theoretically solved without inserting impurity atoms such as H, B, C, N, O, and S into the Au-Au chain in calculations. Metallic NW’s such as Cu and Al show an extensibility that is one to three orders higher than the bulk values though the MC’s of Cu and Al are hard to form at ambient temperature. The high extensibility was attributed to atomic dislocations or atomic diffusion at grain boundaries that are suggested to be easier.

Combining the effects of thermal expansion, mechanical stretching, and the atomic coordination-number (CN) imperfection caused bond contraction with the fact that a molten phase is extremely compressible, we have derived a numerical solution to solve the discrepancy in atomic separation of an impurity-free MC with and without thermal and mechanical stimuli. Extension of the solution to a defect-free metallic NW suggests that bond unfolding or atomic sliding of the lower-coordinated atoms at grain boundaries dominates the high extensibility of a nanograined NW at temperatures close to that for surface melting.

II. THEORY

The bond-order-length-strength (BOLS) correlation premise, which has been detailed in Ref. 13, indicates that the CN imperfection of atoms at sites surrounding defects or near the surface edge causes the remaining bonds of the lower-coordinated atoms to contract spontaneously, associated with strengthening of the shortened bond. The bond strengthening contributes to the Hamiltonian that dictates the entire band structure such as the core-level shift and band-gap expansion. On the other hand, the atomic CN imperfection lowers the atomic cohesive energy that dominates the thermal stability such as melting and phase transition and determines the activation energy for atomic diffusion, atomic dislocation, and chemical reaction. The competition between energy density elevation and the atomic cohesive energy suppression in the relaxed region dominates the mechanical strength and compressibility of a nanosolid. The BOLS correlation has also enabled us to determine the identities of a C-C bond in carbon nanotubes, the energy levels of an isolated atom, and the vibration frequency of a Si-Si dimmer bond.

Matching the BOLS predictions to the measurements reveals that at the lower end of the size limit (one unit cell with atomic CN of 2), the Au 4f-level binding energy increases by \(-43\% (=c_i^{−1}−1)\) with respect to the bulk value of \(-2.87\) eV and the melting point of the smallest Au nanosolid, or the Au-MC, decreases from 1337.33 K to 320 K, which is 1/4.2 times the bulk value.

Figure 1 illustrates schematically the BOLS correlation using the pairwise interatomic potential. When the CN of an atom is reduced, the equilibrium atomic distance will contract from 1 \((unit\ in\ d,\ being\ the\ equilibrium\ bond\ length\ in\ the\ bulk)\) to \(c_i\) and the bond energy will increase in magnitude from 1 \((unit\ in\ E_{ho},\ being\ the\ cohesive\ energy\ per\ bond\ in\ the\ bulk)\) to \(c_i^{-m}\). The \(c_i\) is the bond contraction coefficient. The index \(m\) is an adjustable parameter depending on the nature of the bond. For metals, \(m=1\); for Si and C, \(m\ has
been optimized to be 4.88 \text{Ref. 13} and 2.67,^{17} respectively. The solid and the dotted \( u(r) \) curves correspond to the pairwise interatomic potential with and without CN imperfection. The BOLS correlation discussed herein is consistent with the trend reported in Ref. 7, albeit the extent of bond contraction and energy enhancement varies from case to case in Ref. 7. The BOLS correlation formulates the bond length \( d_i \), the bond energy \( E_i(T=0) \), and the cohesive energy \( E_{bi} \), per atom in the MC in the following forms:^{13–15}

\[
d_i(z_i)d = c_i(z_i) = 2/[1 + \exp \left((12 - z_i)/8z_i\right)] = 0.6973 \quad (z_i = 2),
\]

\[
E_i(T=0) = c_i^{-1}E_b(T=0) \approx 1.5E_b,
\]

\[
T_{mi} \propto E_{bi} = z_iE_i,
\]

where \( z_i \) is the effective atomic CN. \( T_{mi} \), the melting point of the MC, is proportional to the atomic cohesive energy \( E_{bi} = z_iE_i \).^{20,21} Subscripts \( i \) and \( b \) denote a specific ith atom in the MC and an atom in the bulk. The BOLS premise predicts that an Au-MC \( (z_i=2) \) bond contracts by \( 1 - 0.6973 = 30\% \) from 0.2878 to 0.2007 nm and the bond strength \( (E_i/d_i = c_i^{-1} = 2) \) becomes two times the bulk value. The predicted Au-MC equilibrium length is slightly shorter than that measured under tension at 4.2 K, 0.23±0.04 nm, and the predicted bond strength agrees with reported values.\textsuperscript{5} Such consistencies further evidence the validity of the BOLS consideration that attributes the size dependency of a nanosolid to the atomic CN imperfection and the increased portion of the low-CN atoms of the nanosolid.

The characteristic energies as indicated in Fig. 1 represent the following.

(i) at \( E=0 \), the bond is completely broken with zero interatomic interaction.

(ii) Separation between \( E=0 \) and \( E_i(T) \) is the cohesive energy per CN at \( T \), which is the energy required for bond breaking.

(iii) The spacing between \( E_i(T) \) and \( E_i(0) \) is the energy of thermal vibration. If one wants to melt an atom with \( z_i \) coordinates by heating the system from \( T \) to \( T_{mi} \), one needs to provide \( z_i\left[E_i(T_{mi})-E_i(T)\right]=z_i\eta_1(T_{mi}-T) \) energy. When \( T \) approaches \( T_{mi} \), the mechanical strength approaches zero with infinite compressibility.

One may apply a tensile stress \( P \) to stretch a bond in the MC from its original equilibrium length at \( T \), \( d_i(z_i,T,0) \), to the breaking limit, \( d_{im}(z_i,T,P) \). Mechanically rupturing of the bond at temperature \( T \) needs energy \( \eta_1(T_{mi}-T)+\eta_2 \), that equals the \((1/z_i)\)-fold thermal energy for evaporating an atom in solid state at \( T \).

\[
\int_{d_i(z_i,T,0)}^{d_{im}(z_i,T,P)} P(x)dx = \bar{P}[d_{im}(z_i,T,P) - d_i(z_i,T,0)] = \bar{P}\Delta d_i \propto \eta_1(T_{mi}-T) + \eta_2.
\]

Ideally, the slope \( \eta_1(T_{mi}-T) \) corresponds to the specific heat per coordinate. The constant \( \eta_2 \) represents \((1/z_i)\)-fold energy required for evaporating a molten atom of the MC. \( \eta_1 \) and \( \eta_2 \) can be determined with the known \( c_i^m \) and the corresponding bulk values of \( \eta_1 \) and \( \eta_2 \) that have been obtained as shown in Ref. 22 in detail.

Considering the effects of atomic CN-imperfection-induced bond contraction \((c_i/d_i)\), thermal expansion \((1+\alpha T)\), with \( \alpha \) being the linear coefficient, and mechanical stretching \([1+\beta(z_i,T)P\], with coefficient \( \beta \), the distance between two nearest atoms in the interior of a MC can be expressed as

\[
d_i(z_i,T,P) = d \times c_i(z_i)(1+\alpha T)[1+\beta(z_i,T)P].
\]

The maximal strain is then expressed as

\[
\frac{\Delta d_i(z_i,T,P)}{d_i(z_i,T,0)} = \beta(z_i,T)\bar{P},
\]

here \( d_i(z_i,T,0)=d \times c_i(z_i)(1+\alpha T) \) is the bond length at \( T \) without being stretched. One can approximate the mean \( \bar{P} \) to the \( P(x) \) in Eqs. \((2) \) and \((3) \), as the \( d_{im}(z_i,T,P) \) represents the breaking limit and the integration is a constant. Combining Eqs. \((2) \) and \((3) \), one has

\[
\bar{P} = \pm \left[ \frac{\eta_1(T_{mi}-T) + \eta_2}{\beta(z_i,T) \times d_i(z_i,T,0)} \right]^{1/2}.
\]

For tensile stress, \( \bar{P}>0 \), for compressive stress, \( \bar{P}<0 \). The extensibility or compressibility \( \beta \) of a system is expressed as\textsuperscript{23}

\[
\beta(z_i,T) = -\frac{\partial V}{\partial P} = \left[ -V\frac{\partial^2 u(r,T)}{\partial V^2} \right]^{-1} \bigg|_T \propto \frac{d_i^2(z_i,T,0)}{N_i[E_i(T_{mi})-E_i(T)]} \propto \frac{d_i^2(z_i,T,0)}{\eta_1(T_{mi}-T)}. \tag{5}
\]

\( \beta \) is the inverse of Young’s modulus or hardness in a dimensionless form.
The dimensionless $x_{m,i}$ and $x$ are the $T_{m,i}$ and $T$ reduced by the bulk $T_{m,b}$, and they satisfy $x < x_{m,i} \leq 1$. When the $T$ approaches the $T_{m,i}$, the compressibility is singular, which may represent the true situation that a molten phase is highly compressible. Substituting Eqs. (4) and (6) into Eq. (3) yields

$$\Delta d_{M}(z_{i},T,P) = \frac{d_{M}(z_{i},T,0)}{\frac{d_{M}(z_{i},T,0)}{\beta_{0}(z_{i},T)}} = \frac{\beta(z_{i},T) \times \left( \frac{\eta_{1}(T_{m,i} - T)}{d(z_{i},T,0)} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{\eta_{1}(T_{m,i} - T)}{d(z_{i},T,0)} \right) - 1}{\frac{\eta_{1}(T_{m,i} - T)}{d(z_{i},T,0)}}.$$
at some 22 K below the MC melting point, 320 K(x =1/4.2), with 6 K fluctuation. Finding herewith shows clearly now that the divergent values of breaking limit measured at ambient originate from thermal and mechanical fluctuations near the melting point of the MC that is 1/4.2 fold of the bulk value rather than impurity meditation.

Figure 2 also suggests that the dominant factor $T_{m,b}$ has slight influences on the breaking mode of a MC. The bond of a low-$T_{m,b}$ specimen breaks more readily at low temperature than the bond of a high-$T_{m,b}$ element; the bond of the low-$T_{m,b}$ specimen is more easily extended at $T$ approaching the $T_{m}$, and the operating $x$ should be slightly lower than the high-$T_{m,b}$ material. It is anticipated that a metallic MC could form only at a temperature that is 20–30 K lower than the value of $T_{m,b}/4.2$. For instance, if one wants to make a MC at 300 K of a certain specimen, one has to work with the material whose $T_{m,b}=(300+20) \times 4.2=1344$ K or around. This also explains why not all the metals could form MC at ambient temperature and suggests that one may need to operate at a proper temperature to make the specific MC. Therefore, it is not surprising that Au is favorable for MC formation at ambient temperature whereas Ag ($T_{m,b}=1235$ K), Al ($T_{m,b}=933.5$ K), and Cu ($T_{m,b}=1356$ K, only 20 K higher than the $T_{m,b}$ of Au) do not (or to a very limited extent) have this property, though they could form NW’s with high extensibility. Although the electron structure may need to be considered in making a MC, we suggest that the operating temperature would be critical in making a MC.

B. Nanowires

Understanding may provide insight into the extensibility of metallic NW’s, such as Cu and Al NW’s, that could form at room temperature or subambient temperature. Figure 3 shows counterplots for the size and $x$ dependent extensibility and maximal strain of Au-NW’s with the parameters determined for the Au-MC. The $aT_{m,b} \approx 3–5\%$ is negligible. The ratio $\eta_{f}/\eta_{i}(K)=1+4/[1+\exp[(K-1.5)/20]]$ is assumed to change from 1/3 (at $K=1.5$) to 1 (at $K=\infty$) gradually. For a NW, $x=2$. Note that the $c(K)$ drops from 1 to 0.7, and the $x_{m}(K)$ drops from 1 to 1/4.2 when a NW of infinite size shrinks to a MC. Equation (8) indicates that the extensibility enhancement happens when $[x_{m}(K)-x]<c(K)\eta_{f}/\eta_{i}(K)$, otherwise, the extensibility is lower than the bulk value. When the $x_{m}(K)$ approaches $x$, the extensibility increases rapidly and then approaches infinity at $x \sim x_{m}(K)$. Nevertheless, measurements have shown in Fig. 2 that the detectable maximal strain of a suspended Au-MC bond is less than 150%. Both the extensibility and the maximal strain are much lower than the detected strain ($10^3$) of a nanograined NW. This indicates that bond stretching we discussed herein is not the factor that dominates the high extensibility of a NW. Therefore, the mechanism of atomic gliding dislocations and grain boundary movement is highly favored. We further suggest that the barrier or activation energy for atomic dislocation and diffusion of a lower coordinated atom at the grain boundaries is lower than that of a fully coordinated atom in the bulk, as these activities are subject to atomic cohesion that drops with atomic CN.

One may note that the lower-coordinated atoms in the outermost atomic layers dominate the extensibility as the melting of a nanosolid starts from the surface and extends to the next shell when the temperature is raised. At temperatures close to the $T_{m,1}$ of the surface, the maximal strain and the extensibility of the surface layer approach infinity. At these temperatures or above, bond breaking under tension should start from the NW interior, because the inner bonds first reach their strain limits. However, at temperatures far below the $T_{m,1}$, bond breaking may start from the outermost atomic shell and nanosolid manifests brittle characteristics, as the shortened surface bonds break first. Therefore, the breaking of a NW at different temperatures is expected to be in different modes. On the other hand, thermal energy released from bond breaking and bond unfolding should add energy to the system by raising the actual temperature of the NW. Furthermore, electron bombardment during the TEM measurement also raises the temperature of the specimen. The fluctuation in grain-size distribution also affects the actual melting point of the individual atoms at boundaries of grains of different sizes. These factors may explain why the
NW becomes thinner and thinner when it is being stretched at a broad temperature range.

High-pressure x-ray diffraction has revealed that the compressibility (extensibility) of alumina and PbS (Ref. 31) solid increases, whereas the Young’s modulus decreases as the solid size is decreased. At a certain size, the hardness of the nanosolid decreases as the measuring temperature increases. Superplasticity, that is, an excess strain of 10^3 without any substantial necking region when loaded in tension, is generally observed in materials with grain size less than 10 mm in the temperature range (0.5–0.6)Tm. At large grain boundary area and high self-diffusivity, superplasticity is achievable at lower temperatures and/or higher strain rates for some nanocrystalline materials. Agreement between the predicted trends in Fig. 3 and these observations evidence sufficiently the (x_m–x) dependent solutions that have covered essential factors such as the size-dependent melting point, specific heat, and bond contraction for the extensibility. One could not expect to cover the fluctuations of mechanical (strain rate), thermal (bombardment or self-heating during process), or grain-size distributions in a theory model, as these fluctuations are artifacts of experiment, though they may become dominant occasionally.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have derived an analytical form for the atomic distance with and without thermal and mechanical stimuli as well as the extensibility for metallic NW’s based on the fact that a molten phase is extremely compressible. We can conclude the following.

1. The extensibility and the maximal strain of a MC depend apparently on the mechanical stress but apparently on the separation between the melting point and the operating temperature. If the separation approaches zero, the extensibility and the maximal strain approach infinity.

2. Reconciliation of divergent values on Au-MC stretching limit at various temperatures suggests that the divergence in measurement arises from the thermal and mechanical fluctuations rather than artificially inserted impurity atoms.

3. For a nanograined nanowire, the bond unfolding and sliding dislocations of the lower-coordinated atoms at grain boundaries are suggested to dominate the high ductility, as the bond stretching limit at temperature approaching the melting point is lower than 150%. The CN-imperfection lowered atomic cohesion takes the responsibility for grain boundary activities.

4. Understanding suggests that at very low temperatures, a nanosolid should be fragile with lower extensibility, whereas at T around the surface melting or higher, the nanosolid should be ductile. The melting point of the curved surface of nanosolid drops with decreasing solid size and surface curvature.

Consistency between predictions and observations evidences the impact of atomic CN imperfection on the ductility of a nanosolid and the validity and reality of the BOLS extension that could provide consistent and deeper insight into the unusual behavior of a MC and a NW.
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